Abstract-A micro-perforated panel absorbers (MPPs) is one of the most promising alternatives among the various types of the next-generation sound absorbers. However, the low frequency noise is difficult to tackle using the general MPPs. According to the high absorption performance of the combination of the membrane absorbers with MPPs and a finite flexible micro-perforated panel backed by an air cavity, the experimental study on the combination of a rigid and a finite flexible micro-perforated panel is carried out to reduce the noise in the low frequency. The results indicate that the resonance shifts to the low frequency. Meanwhile, the peak value becomes higher in the absorption curve of a conventional MPPs, which surface is attached to a finite flexible MPPs or a membrane, in comparison with the normal MPPs. These data demonstrate the great potential of the combination a rigid MPPs with a flexible MPPs in low frequency noise reduction.
INTRODUCTION
The micro-perforated panel absorbers (MPPs) with sub-millimeter holes were first proposed by Maa in 1975 [1] and since then they have been studied theoretically and experimentally. The MPPs are recognized as the most attractive alternatives of the next-generation sound absorbing materials. The basic construction of a MPP absorber consists of a thin flat panel perforated with a large number of sub-millimeter perforations fitted in front of a rigid backing wall with an air space between them.
A typical MPPs can offer a peak sound absorption around the resonance frequency, however, its sound absorption capability is usually not quite enough for a practical applications especially in low frequency noise space, such as the noise in the air conditioning system and engine facility [2] . In order to achieve optimal enhancement in the sound absorption properties of MPPs in low frequency, there has been several noticeable developments. Fuchs [3, 4] attempted to improve the sound absorption performance through covering a thin membrane in the front side of MPPs, and their sound absorption properties were experimentally studied. Then the theory of the combination of a membrane absorbers and MPPs was given by Shengwo Sheng [5] and J. Kang [6] . Lin et al. [7] has proposed a method of adding porous sound-absorbing materials in the cavity to obtain a wide band sound absorber. Y. J. Qian [8] found that the absorption peaks of the composite structures are shifted to low frequency compared with the experimental results of MPPs before surface modification using super-aligned carbon nanotube (SACNT) arrays, and the absorption peaks are gradually shifted to low frequency with the increase of the length of SACNT arrays. Furthermore, an additional sound absorption peak was unexpectedly found around the lowfrequency range in the absorption test of a microperforated panel conducted by Lee and Swenson [9] . For expanding the absorption bandwidth of the MPPs, especially in the low frequency, Y. Y. Lee et al. [10] has presented a theoretical model for predicting the absorption coefficient of an absorber, considering the two effects of micro-perforation and finite flexible panel vibration, which show good agreement with the measurements. Thus a flexible MPPs combined with a rigid MPPs may have great potential to improve the absorption ability of typical MPPs, which made the flexible MPPs installation easier and more stable.
The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of the combination of a flexible and a rigid MPPs on acoustic properties of typical MPPs. It is generally known that compared to ordinary MPPs, a flexible MPPs is a kind of well absorption performance in low frequency. In this work, a thin membrane or micro-perforated membrane or flexible MPPs was covered in the front side of MPPs, experimental results of the normal sound absorption coefficient of MPPs covered with a thin membrane and flexible MPPs or not are measured according to standard: ISO 10534-1:1996 ''Acoustics --Determination of sound absorption coefficients and impedance in impedance tubes --Part 1: Method using standing wave ratio'' [11] .
II. THEORY
For an open weave textile or a micro-perforated membrane or a flexible MPPs backed by an air space, the acoustic impedance of such a structure can be obtained using the impedance type of electro-acoustic analogy [6] . According to Maa's model, for normal incidence, the normalized specific acoustic impedance h z of the apertures of the flexible panel can be expressed as:
h r and h m are respectively equivalent to the normalized specific acoustic resistance and normalized acoustic mass of typical MPPs. with 
where  is kinematic viscosity constant of air, t is the According to the equivalent circuit in Fig. 1(b) , the normalized specific acoustic impedance of the whole structure can be calculated by
For normal incidence, the absorption coefficient is derived by 22 4 Re( )
A combination of a flexible MPP absorber and a typical MPP absorber can be expected that the sound absorption will be resulted from the combination of those from individual materials and sizes of holes which will make it has great potential to achieve a broader absorption frequency range. b are the structure parameters of rigid MPPs, and the meaning of them is the same as to (4) and (5). According to the equivalent circuit in Fig. 2(b) , the normalized specific acoustic impedance of the whole structure can be calculated by 
III. FABRICATION OF MPPS WITH FLEXIBLE OR RIGID

MATERIAL
For the experimental investigation, MEMS technology or needle-punching and PDMS casting method were applied to fabricate the flexible MPPs, a rigid MPPs was fulfilled by means of machining. The MPPs made from PDMS is widely applied in micro-fluidic chips to fabricate structures on microscale [12] . PDMS is highly transparent , and is characterized by viscoelastic, which could flow into any structure and be shaped in mold easily. The design parameters are listed in Table I and pictures of some of the specimens are shown in Fig. 3 . In Table I , t , d , b and D have the same meaning as those in Fig. 1(a) ,  is the perforation ratio. Fig. 3(a) showed the photo of 2# specimens which was fabricated by Haoyue Ping who is in Institute of Electronics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China using the way of MEMS technology and PDMS casting. Fig. 3(b) gives the picture of 3# specimens which was fabricated by needle-punching and PDMS casting method.
According to Maa's model [1] , the normalized acoustic mass of MPPs depends mainly on its perforation ratio only as illustrated in (4) and (5), while the normalized specific acoustic resistance of MPPs varies also inversely with the perforation diameter. It can be seen in Table I that the perforation ratio of 1# specimens is much greater than the flexible MPPs 2# and 3#, and the perforation diameter d is much less than 1# and 2# specimens' diameters.
Comparison experiment of rigid MPPs with or without covering with flexible MPPs or thick membrane will be introduced in next part.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental normal absorption coefficients are measured by the impedance tube and standing wave method [11] . We choose 1# specimens as the base structure, a thick membrane which thickness t is 76 μm and two flexible MPPs were respectively placed at the surface of 1# specimens. Fig. 4 gives the comparisons of normal absorption coefficients between a rigid MPPs with and without covering with flexible MPPs or thin membrane which is measured at different frequency. Fig. 4(a,b) shows the maximum absorption coefficients of specimen 1# surfaced with a thin membrane or 2# flexible MPPs exceeding 0.95 and obtaining wider half-absorption bandwidth in low frequency than 1# rigid MPPs. This is because of the very high acoustic resistance due to the vibration of plate. However, it can be seen from Fig. 4(c) , 1# rigid MPPs surfaced with 3# flexible MPPs show higher absorption coefficients exceeding 0.99 in 800 Hz could be obtained, but with a relatively narrow half-absorption bandwidth. This is due to the fact that lower perforation ratio of 3# flexible MPPs result in large acoustic mass, which makes the absorption frequency band relatively narrow compared with 1# rigid MPPs. Based on the Haoyue Ping [12] 's work, the sound absorption peak of flexible MPPs drops from 99.8% to 94.6% and shifts to lower frequency from 3 KHz to 2.5 KHz compared with the same structure rigid MPPs, and the noise absorption bandwidth of flexible MPPs does get widened conspicuously and the sound absorption coefficients at 1.5 KHz and 6 KHz get improved significantly as illustrated in Fig. 4(d) .
Combination a rigid MPPs with a flexible MPPs with high perforation ratio is able to achieve a wider halfabsorption bandwidth in low frequency with the maximum absorption coefficients exceeding 0.95. In contrast with the rigid MPPs, the absorption performance of traditional MPPs surfaced with flexible MPPs or thin membrane is greatly improved as shown in Fig. 4 .
V. CONCLUSION
In order to improve the sound absorption capacity of MPPs in low frequency, a rigid MPP absorbers was covered with a membrane or flexible MPPs which was fabricated by MEMS technology or needle-punching and PDMS casting method. Their sound absorption performance experimentally studied in impedance tube in this work. Results shows that combination a rigid MPPs with a flexible MPPs with high perforation ratio is able to achieve a wider half-absorption bandwidth in low frequency with the maximum absorption coefficients exceeding 0.95, which indicating great potential of combination a rigid MPPs with a flexible MPPs in low frequency noise reduction. Further work is in progress to determine the influence of structure parameters of flexible MPPs on sound absorption performance of the whole structure and even scaling down the perforation diameter of flexible MPPs to micros.
